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Inv isibility cloaks are usually found in the
fictional world of Harry Potter, but scientists
hav e shown off their v ersion by making a
goldfish and a cat disappear.

Related articles

In v ideo footage of the dev ice in action, a
goldfish suddenly appears as it swims out of a
cloak submerged in a tank of water and then the
lower half of a cat disappears as it steps inside a
cloak placed on a table.

Harry Potter actor is
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"When swimming inside the cloak, the goldfish
becomes inv isible and does not block the scene
of green plants behind the cloak," the scientists
wrote.
The cloak, which was dev eloped by scientists at
Nany an Technological Univ ersity in Singapore,
uses panels of glass to make objects inv isible by
bending light around them.
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The researchers say the cloaks can be adjusted to
make objects disappear from any line of sight.
They added that the dev ices could hav e important
"security , entertainment and surv eillance
applications".
Howev er, the basic dev ice can only make objects
v anish from certain angles and the cloaks are
partially v isible.
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Sir John Pendry , an Imperial college scientists
who first dev eloped the technology used for the inv isibility cloak in 2006,
said the work was "a genuine step forward" and that the technology could
be used for more serious purposes than hiding pet animals.
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Sounds like there could be a number of politicians, in our
banana republic, who would be interested in this
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